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Of all the cities in the world, Dublin has a
claim to be the most actively paranormal.
The layers of violent history are there to
see, from the underground caverns of St
Michan’s church to the iconic St Stephen’s
Green, which has seen hangings and gun
fights over the centuries. Dublin has a
chronicle of hauntings to match any
other place claiming to be steeped in
eventful history.

Hauntings in Dublin is a different kind of
ghost case book. It brings together
established tales and modern unexplained
everyday experiences of Dubliners and
visitors to the city. Here you will find the
famous and the infamous, the literary
celebrities and the unknown people of
the streets, their stories told in a rich
compendium of tales, ancient and
modern.
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ABOUTTHEAUTHOR
StephenWade is a freelance writer
and lecturer, researching both crime
history and paranormal studies.
This is the third book for Halsgrove
in his Hauntings series.
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St Michan’s church. The skeletons of Dubliners from
many centuries lie in the crypt.

Dublin Castle entrance.The castle has several para-
normal sightings, reflecting its turbulent history. St Patrick’s cathedral. Swift’s ghost has been reported here.

Example of a double-page spread.

Phoenix Park.Where one correspondent heard a voice of warning
from an apparition of an old man.


